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This brief reviews the role of governments and other stakeholders in selected developing Asian
countries to combat the impact of COVID-19 on emplo ment. It seeks to understand the likel
effects of the government s regulator and polic interventions on different groups of workers,
particularl those in informal emplo ment and low-income households. It also examines the role
of other ke stakeholders, such as the trade unions, in supporting the most vulnerable groups of
workers. It proposes that nation states can place their economic revitali ation funds strategicall
to tackle multiple mega challenges simultaneousl and create s nerg . It further argues that
creating decent emplo ment for the poorest workers and households requires strong collaboration
of institutions to co-design effective and sustainable polic interventions.

Ke messages
Domestic economic slo do n has caused a domino effect in the global value chain.
A large segment of orkers remains vulnerable due to insufficient polic coverage and
representational gaps.
Governments economic stimuli should address multiple mega issues and create
opportunities for long-term economic and technological upgrading.
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In rod c ion
As the COVID-19 global pandemic is affecting more and more countries in different parts of the world on
an increasing scale, its profound global economic impact has begun to unfold, although the extent of it will
remain unknown for some time. What is known so far is that man businesses have been negativel
affected due to forced business shut down, decline of customers, cancellation of business orders and so
forth (see Table 1). Developing countries in Asia, home for the majorit of the population in the world, have
been hit hard, both directl as a result of COVID-19 itself and more so indirectl as a result of the negative
impact on the global suppl chain, which their economies have relied on heavil and are deepl embedded
in.
This brief reviews the role of governments and other stakeholders in selected developing Asian countries
to combat the impact of COVID-19 on emplo ment. It seeks to understand the likel effects of the
government s regulator and polic interventions on different groups of workers, particularl those in
informal emplo ment and low-income households. It also examines the role of other ke stakeholders,
such as the trade unions, in supporting the most vulnerable groups of workers. It explores lessons to be
shared for better polic decisions and impacts.

Da a Me hodolog and Res l s
Data and Methodolog
This stud mainl adopted a desk-based research method to examine publicl available information
regarding the financial support from governments to businesses and workers, b comparing and
contrasting polic initiatives across selected countries: China, India, Sri Lanka, M anmar and Pakistan.
The project investigated in greater depth ke stakeholders actions and polic interventions across the
selected countries. In particular, the project examined the impact of COVID-19 on low-income households
and female workers, who are often additionall burdened with care responsibilities, and the potential rise of
inequalit .
The secondar data was supplemented b primar data from a small number of informal interviews
conducted with ke stakeholders (e.g. government officials, trade union representatives, emplo ers,
workers, labour law specialists) in some of these countries. In addition, informal interviews were conducted
with International Labour Organisation (ILO) officers.

Ke message 1: Domestic economic slo do n has caused a domino effect in the global
value chain
Although the pandemic of COVID-19 hit Asian countries such as China, India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and
M anmar at different times and spread in different speeds in the first half of 2020, job losses occurred
more closel among them during and before COVID-19, hitting specific countries due to disruptions in the
global suppl chain. For example, initial factor closures during late Januar through March 2020 in China
to prevent the virus from spreading have resulted in a global shortage of raw materials, parts and
equipment. This has a domino effect on major economies, such as the US, Japan, and Korea, as well as
some European countries. In the automotive industr , some companies temporaril suspended production
outside China due to the shortage of parts from China. In China, following the closure period when
factories resumed production, man export-oriented companies, especiall those in Guangdong province,
found that the had to la off workers two weeks after reopening their businesses, due to the cancellation
of overseas orders.
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In M anmar, a large number of garment factories had to shut down in Februar and March (before COVID19 hit the countr ) due to the dela of shipping raw materials from China, rendering thousands of workers
unemplo ed
the vast majorit of whom had hardl an social securit protection. The toll of
unemplo ment has got worse since April, as COVID-19 became more widespread, more businesses had
to be closed off, and the countr went into lockdown mode. In addition, the repatriation of migrant workers
from the region en masse (estimated to be 100,000), for example from Thailand, Mala sia, and China back
to M anmar, has led to more competition in the labour market. In Pakistan, an econom which is much
smaller than China and India and relativel less integrated in the global econom , three million jobs were
lost b earl June 2020. However, Pakistan appeared to be much more successful in curbing the spread of
COVID-19 than India and further afield. The Pakistan government has launched a US$8 billion relief
package to support the vulnerable social groups, and give subsidies for small businesses. Its smart
lockdown strateg helped control virus, stabilise the econom and protect the poorest segment from the
worst fallout ; however, we are still not out of the woods like no countr is , according to its Prime Minister
Khan (Jamal, 2020).
One common labour market characteristic in developing Asian countries is the large volume of informal
emplo ment, mostl in semi-skilled manual or service jobs, with little, if an , job securit or social benefits
entitlement. For instance, in India, some 90 percent of the workers are engaged in informal emplo ment. In
China, over 60 percent are engaged in informal emplo ment, and COVID-19 has rendered at least 50
million rural migrant workers jobless. In Sri Lanka, more than 500,000 workers have lost their jobs in the
tourism industr (direct emplo ment and emplo ment in related industries), 100,000 jobs were lost from the
garment sector, and another 100,000 from the construction industr . Home working and social isolation
measures do not help these low-income workers, in large part because the economic structure and
production organi ation necessitate them to work on site.

Ke message 2: A large segment of orkers remains vulnerable due to insufficient polic
coverage and representational gaps
Like most governments across the world, national and sub-national governments in developing Asian
countries have been introducing new policies and regulations to provide support to both businesses and
workers (see Table 1). These polic and regulator initiatives, and their effects, var across countries,
industrial sectors, and workers in different forms of emplo ment. In some countries and sectors, ke
stakeholders such as the trade unions have also carried out campaigns and other actions to represent
workers in the negotiation of job cuts, wage reductions, and changes in emplo ment conditions. Despite
these institutional supports in a variet of wa s, workers in formal emplo ment are more likel to benefit
from fiscal relief and union support. B contrast, workers in informal emplo ment, who are overwhelmingl
non-unioni ed, and women with care responsibilities (man of whom are also in informal emplo ment), are
less likel to be able to benefit from them; thus widening disparities are occurring. Given the large si e of
informal emplo ment, and given the heav dependence of major industr sectors (e.g. garment factories)
on the global suppl chain, government polic initiatives alone are insufficient to address their emplo ment
issues.
Moreover, some governments are more able to provide financial support and make institutional
adjustments than others. In China, for instance, maintaining emplo ment is the top priorit in order to
maintain social stabilit . To support this agenda, government polic has been gearing towards protecting
the productive capacit (i.e. keeping business alive), and protecting emplo ment b relaxing labour law and
other laws; for example, b allowing peddlers to do business on the street, and b exempting (smaller)
businesses from pa ing social securit premiums, and allowing them to claim training funds for emplo ing
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workers. However, the polic shortcoming for flexible emplo ment is evident in low emplo ment qualit
measured b the lack of labour rights protection. In addition, the Chinese government has launched a large
training plan to provide skills training to one million rural migrant workers in three ears, in order to upskill
the workforce for the economic upturn. Again, this initiative ma onl cover a small proportion of the rural
migrant workers, and the qualit and effect of this training plan remain to be assessed. The Chinese
government is also formulating plans to restructure the rural/semi-rural econom in order to create
emplo ment opportunities for rural workers near home instead of them migrating.

Ke message 3: Governments economic stimuli should address multiple mega issues and
create opportunities for long-term upgrading
COVID-19 presented, not onl a serious test of government competence, but also a major challenge to the
existing institutional s stems, including public health, economic, and social functions of nation states. In
providing fiscal stimuli to combat the impact of COVID-19, governments should take the opportunit to
reform their current institutional s stems and economic structures. Instead of using financial resources to
deal with the impact of COVID-19 as a short-term relief, governments ma take a long-term approach to
commit the stimuli funds to address mega issues such as climate change and skill shortages. For example,
Hepburn et al. (2020) asked: will COVID-19 accelerate or halt the low carbon future agenda? This is an
important question that is contingent upon how national governments use their fiscal funds. The best
scenario would be for the government to place their COVID-19 recover financial packages in areas that
will promote low carbon growth, in other words, b creating jobs that will facilitate low carbon development.
However, emerging evidence from various countries does not indicate such a deliberate agenda. Rather,
saving jobs and keeping people in emplo ment, often via self-emplo ment, appears to be the top priorit .
That said, decisions regarding strategic investment to address multiple socio-economic-technological
issues are complicated and require careful consideration and competent design at the top level. Perhaps
such polic initiatives will emerge over time. For developing Asian countries, this ma present a good
opportunit for economic and technological upgrading. For example, investment in smart manufacturing
and upskilling the workforce will enhance national competitiveness in a sustainable manner.
Similarl , COVID-19 and its impact on businesses provide several opportunities for trade union
involvement in the polic domain and in industr -based actions, such as:
Occupational health and safet (both home working and workplace working);
Negotiation in how to reduce business costs with the minimum negative impact on workers (e.g. wage
and job protection through reduced working time and wage levels instead of redundanc , expand paid
leave coverage);
Skills training, education to raise occupational health and safet awareness related to COVID-19 or
other infectious diseases;
Representing voluntar and short-term workers for protection;
Social dialogue and international collaboration to combat the global crisis; and
Participating in polic formulation and implementation actions to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on
industries, firms, jobs, workers, and their ph sical and mental wellbeing.
However, few unions in the selected Asian countries in this stud seemed to have developed a holistic
strateg incorporating both long-term goals and short-term actions, not least due to political, institutional
and resource constraints.
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Concl sions
As COVID-19 and its impacts are still spreading in man countries, polic learning and polic innovations
are emerging across nation states. The role of the state at this earl stage as regulator and economic
manager has become more central during the catastrophic COVID-19 public health crisis and in the postpandemic recover efforts. State control has strengthened to various extents in some developing Asian
countries, which ma continue for some time, with strong state direction in restructuring the econom ,
market, and industr . Responses from the nation states indicate that polic learning across governments
has not been as widespread as one could expect, for various reasons, not least because of implicit
ideological competition in government and governance. Such diversities in government polic responses
and their varied effects are likel to partl reshape national and regional economic structures and
opportunities in Asia, with new d namics in the labour markets and implications for regional
competitiveness.

Polic recommenda ions
The devastating impact of COVID-19 has caused job crises in man developing Asian countries and calls
for strong polic intervention (e.g. ILO, 2020). It is important for polic makers in developing Asia countries
to take a holistic view when designing initiatives to revitali e the econom , to create s nerg amongst
different polic interventions that address multiple challenges, instead of competing for resources. Given
the large share of informal econom and informal emplo ment in these countries, policies need to be
introduced specificall targeting this large segment of the labour force.
Moreover, nation states ma be more proactive in learning from each other s polic lessons and sharing
good practices. This applies not just to governments, but also trade unions as a ke institution that
represents the workers. In particular, trade unions in developing Asian countries can build stronger
connections with their counterparts in developed economies, mobili e more support from international
organi ations such as the International Trade Union Confederation, European Trade Union Federation, and
ILO. B tapping into their resources, trade unions in developing Asian countries can learn from the
strategies, practices and lessons of peers while developing their own capacit to organi e and represent
workers. Finall , creating decent emplo ment for the poorest workers and households requires strong
collaborations of institutions to co-design effective and sustainable polic interventions.
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